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Smartphones are a key way of how journalists now work. But using them to only make 

phone calls and send text messages isn't getting the best out of them. Increasingly reporters 

and journalists are using theirs to gather, edit and send broadcast quality and broadcast 

ready material from location. 

Better cameras and better audio recorders are available, but journalists should have their 

smartphones on them all the time. It's very easy, though, to press record. But in this video 

you'll see some of the simple techniques that will help increase the quality of the material 

you can get with your smartphone. 

Along with many other major news organisations, the BBC is mainly using iPhones, and this 

video will look at an iPhone using iOS 13, but a lot of the techniques and principles will apply 

whichever smartphone you're using. 

Firstly, make sure your lens is clean. Your shirt, a tissue, glasses cloth is best and put your 

brightness up high. It helps if you can see clearly what you're going to photograph. Also 

check in your settings the format your photo will be taken in. Most compatible will mostly be 

what you want. Images on the BBC website and on many others are by and large, horizontal. 

So it'll be easier all round to take photos in landscape so they won't need to be cropped. 

But for social media you can take them portrait or square too. Based on what is in the frame, 

the camera will usually make a good choice for you about what should be in focus and also 

the brightness or exposure. But by taking control you can often get a better looking picture. 

To do this tap on the screen to tell it the precise point to take the exposure reading from, and 

the point you want to focus on. You can also press and hold on the screen to fix the focus. 

But you can still tweak the exposure further by moving your finger up and down the screen. 

To zoom put two fingers on the screen and widen them out, but be careful about losing 

quality as this is only a digital zoom and not optical. Some smartphones have a second lens, 

which gives an optical zoom. The flash on smartphones is rarely great. They tend to make a 

nearby object very bright and leave everything else behind it quite dark. And while you're 

unlikely to get great results using the flash, it's there as an option. 

Contrasting light and dark in the same scene can be a challenge for many smartphones, 

HDR mode can help. High dynamic range takes three exposures and combines them to 

produce a better balanced image, but be aware of movement, which could lead to your 

photo being blurred. With the 'live photo' icon lit your camera will take a second and a half of 

video before and after pressing the shutter button. 

The timer lets you set a countdown and filters can give your image a different look and feel. 

But journalists in particular should perhaps be wary of using filters unless there is a clear 

justifiable editorial reason. 



You can of course, reverse the camera so you appear in shot. But bear in mind the front 

camera is not as good as the back camera, but at least you can see the shot and also how 

good you look in it 

To get better stability, hold your phone with two hands, or lean on or against something. 

Gently tap the shutter release button to take a photo or hold down on it to take a burst of 

photos - numerous images in quick succession from which you can choose the one you like 

best. Portrait photos give images with the background blurred out and the foreground sharp. 

Panoramas taken with the phone held upright show much more of your location than the 

landscape photo. Turn it horizontally and scan upwards to show more of a tall building. Once 

you've taken your photo there are numerous options to adjust, filter and mark it up. Broadly 

though, it's often better to keep things simple and give your newsroom an original, unedited 

image. When it comes to sharing your photos, there are options like email, social media and 

cloud sharing sites. 

What you see on your device will depend on the apps you have and services you have 

signed up to. But for BBC journalists the preferred way is to use the internal portable 

newsgathering app: 'PNg'. Using PNg will ensure the photo goes directly into the newsroom 

production system. 

If you're only using your smartphone to make phone calls and send text messages, you're 

not getting the best out of it. I hope this video has helped you understand some of the simple 

techniques you can use to get the very best quality material out of whichever device you're 

using. Explore, practise and get comfortable with many of these techniques, and you'll soon 

be unleashing the power of the mobile newsroom in your pocket. 


